Alphabet Books
Traditional

Aylesworth, Jim. Old Black Fly. Rhymes and funny artwork follow an impish insect through the alphabet.

Baker, Keith. LMNO Peas. Busy peas introduce their favorite occupations, from astronaut to zoologist. (also J-Board)

Blackstone, Stella. Alligator Alphabet. Simple rhymes and bright-hued artwork introduce animals.

Demarest, Chris L. Firefighters A to Z. A look at a firefighter's day. (J-Nonfiction 628.925 D372F)

Ehlert, Lois. Eating the Alphabet. A delightfully illustrated tour of the world of fruits and vegetables.

Evans, Nate. Bang! Boom! Roar!: A Busy Crew of Dinosaurs. Readers search for letters as dinosaurs work on a construction site.

Falkenstern, Lisa. Steampunk ABC. Two mice use gadgets and found objects to build wonderful items.

Fleming, Denise. Alphabet under Construction. A mouse works his way through the alphabet as he folds the "F," measures the "M," and rolls the "R."


Hague, Kathleen. Alphabears: An ABC Book. This rhyming book introduces a bear for each letter of the alphabet.

Jackson, Woody. A Cow’s Alphabet. Depicts objects that make up life on a farm.

Kalman, Maira. What Pete Ate from A-Z. A child’s unusual menu includes an accordion, a lucky quarter, and Uncle Norman’s underpants.

MacDonald, Suse. A Was Once an Apple Pie. A collection of twenty-six nonsense rhymes.

Metropolitan Museum of Art. Museum ABC. This unique picture book introduces children to more than a hundred works of art.

Most, Bernard. ABC T-Rex. A young T-Rex loves his ABCs so much that he eats them up.

Pearson, Debora. Alphabeep: A Zipping Zooming ABC. Describes a vehicle or street sign for every letter of the alphabet.

Schaefer, Carole Lexa. ABCers. Children find fun things to on a summer day at the park.

Slate, Joseph. Miss Bindergarten Gets Ready for Kindergarten. In this rhyming romp, animal characters prepare for the first day of school.

Sobol, June. B Is for Bulldozer: A Construction ABC. Builders construct a rollercoaster using an ABC of tools and materials. (also J-Board)

Vamos, Samantha R. Alphabet Trucks. Twenty-six hardworking trucks introduce the alphabet in rhyming verse.

Van Lieshout, Maria. Backseat A-B-See. A child sees road signs from A to Z, presented in simple text and clean graphic artwork.

Werner, Sharon. Alphabeasties and other Amazing Types. Presents animals ingeniously built out of multiple typefaces. (J 411 W494A)

All titles shelved in J-Easy unless otherwise noted.